upon the invention of a device which could control the release of power from its source, whether that source was a falling weight or a coiled spring. Such a device is called an escapement. Around the beginning of the fourteenth century, an escapement called the verge was invented.' During the next three centuries, great improvements were made both to the verge escapement itself and to the rest of the clock's mechanism. The only difficulty was that the verge escapement had mechanical limitations which made really accurate timekeeping impossible.2 This problem was not a very serious one for the purposes of everyday life, but by the late sixteenth century European observational astronomy had advanced to a point which required much more accurate timekeeping than the verge escapement could provide. In the course of the seventeenth century, the advantage of using a pendulum for regulating a clock was discovered and rapidly perfected.3
.12 The movement, signed on the backplate Johann Poest-ldorffer Dresda., is a superb example of late-Renaissance watchmaking. In addition to indicating and striking the hours, it also shows the phases and age of the moon within its monthly cycle. The octagonal case is made of a single piece of rock crystal, faceted on the exterior and hollowed out to receive the movement. Thus, the highly decorative components of pierced, engraved, and gilded brass which make up the fittings or "furniture" of the backplate of the movement are clearly visible through the case, as is the motion of the two arms of the crossbeat.
The cover of the case is also of rock crystal, mounted in an octagonal frame of silver gilt with an openwork floral design. Beneath the hinged cover is the silver-gilt and enamel dial (Figure 8) , the outer chapter ring for the hours, one through twelve, and the inner ring for the age of the moon. An aperture inside the inner ring reveals the day of the month. The moon's phases are shown graphically at the center of the dial. The dial is raised on a pierced frame which creates space under the dial for mounting the bell that strikes the hours. The openwork frames of the dial and cover are both functional and aesthetically pleasing-they allow the bell to be heard, and their pierced and engraved designs rival in quality those of the movement itself, demonstrating the very high order of skill of both the watchmaker and the casemaker. As is usual, the case is unmarked, and nothing is known of its maker.
The most unusual feature of the watch is the crossbeat escapement, apparently much more rarely employed in watches than in clocks; part of it can be seen in the photograph of the backplate of the movement lo. Von Bertele, "Timekeeping," pp. 2-24. Although surviving clocks and watches with crossbeat escapements are extremely rare, the divergent locations of their makers indicate that the invention must have been fairly widely known in the seventeenth century. In the last third of the century, with the introduction of the pendulum for the clock and the spring balance for the watch, clockmakers abandoned Burgi's device. The total eclipse of the crossbeat escapement in the latter part of the eighteenth century through the first half of the twentieth makes reconstruction of its history a challenge. fig. 30 ; but the drawing is believed to date from at least twenty years later than the clock in the collection of the Deutschen Orden.
. Hans von Bertele, "Early Clocks in

